
 

2015 Walk Bike Nashville Vice-Mayoral/Council Candidate Questionnaire 

Name of Candidate:  Brett Withers 

Office Sought (Vice-Mayor, Metro-Council):  Metro Council 

District (if applicable): 6 

Website: www.brettwithers.com 

Twitter: @brettawithers 

 

1. If (re)elected what would you do to promote walking and biking in Nashville and ensure 
all Nashvillians, regardless of who they are and where they are trying to go, have access 
to real transportation options?   

Walking and biking support good health and all Nashvillians should feel safe walking and biking 
as a form of transportation, not just recreation.  In order to maintain and enhance quality of life 
for residents, Nashville must create transportation infrastructure that allows Nashvillians to get 
where they need to go safely without having to rely exclusively on automobiles. During the 14 
years I lived in Chicago, I walked or took transit exclusively.  I understand the value that 
transportation infrastructure has for citizens who do not have or do not want to own a car.  At 
the same time, I have realistic expectations about how challenging and expensive the task will 
be of retrofitting Nashville to add sidewalks and transit where presently there is none.  As the 
District 6 Metro Council representative, my approach will be to focus on removing obstacles that 
limit the accessibility of some of the infrastructure that we already have and increasing 
connectivity where gaps presently exist. 

 

2. The Strategic Plan for Sidewalks and Bikeways, which prioritizes where to build new 
sidewalks and bikeways, was last updated in 2008- before Nashville began experiencing 
explosive growth. The plan was slated to be updated every 5 years, and thus is due for 
an update. What should our priorities for walking and biking be in the next version? How 
would you go about updating the plan? 

I believe that the best decisions are made in consultation with those who are directly impacted.  
I have a proven track record of facilitating collaboration and building coalitions to achieve 
common goals, including garnering popular support to help pass legislation at the Metro Council 
such as the Duplex (BL2014-770) and Contextual Overlay (BL2014-771) bills last year.   

District 6 already benefits from the coordinated volunteerism of several strong neighborhood 
associations and also is home to several subject matter experts on walking, biking, and transit 
issues.  One area for improvement that I have observed in discussions to date is that pedestrian 
and bicycle safety advocates and those whose work locations or business operations do not 
make bicycle commuting feasible need to communicate with each other better to reach mutual 
understanding.  As the District 6 Metro Council Member, I will bring these representatives 
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together with Public Works in committees or task forces to set priorities for updating the 
Strategic Plan according to how the needs of the various neighborhoods in District 6 have 
changed since 2008 and where our Community Plan suggests future growth will be located. 

 
3. In 2014, 18 pedestrians were killed, and many more injured, on the roads of Davidson 

County. Nashville is currently ranked the 15th most dangerous city in America for 
pedestrians, according to Dangerous by Design (Smart Growth America).   Vision Zero 
is an international effort dedicated to the belief that even one preventable pedestrian 
injury or death is too many. Streets should be engineered to protect all road users – 
especially pedestrians, who are most exposed to dangerous conditions on the road. How 
can we apply Vision Zero policies in Nashville? What can we do as a city to increase 
safety for all road-users in Nashville? 

Even one preventable pedestrian or bicyclist death is too many.  Pedestrians and bicyclists 
cannot fare well in a collision with an automobile that is traveling even at slow speeds.  I support 
strategies that improve safety such as increasing traffic law enforcement, working with the State 
Legislature to make Tennessee laws require stopping - not yielding - to pedestrians, lowering 
speed limits, and increasing community education about pedestrian and bicycle safety through 
public service announcements and signage.  Many legislative strategies can be implemented 
with relatively little cost to complement necessary physical infrastructure upgrades. 

 

4. Where do you think Metro should construct sidewalks first? How should Metro prioritize 
sidewalk projects? 

This year Mayor Dean’s budget proposal included an increased funding priority for sidewalks.  
This funding is sorely needed but is still a small amount considering how woefully inadequate 
funding for the last several years has created a sidewalk crisis throughout Davidson County.  
The Public Works department must spend these limited budgetary resources wisely and 
judiciously throughout the county.  That is why I believe that Metro should prioritize new 
sidewalks where population growth or demonstrated significant pedestrian activity is happening 
in order to bring the most benefit to the most users.  This strategy seems to be the most fair to 
the taxpayers.   

District 6 certainly has many areas that lack sidewalk connectivity.  Other Council districts face 
even direr sidewalk needs in areas where increasing numbers of children and adults are 
struggling to walk or bike to schools, grocery stores, and employment opportunities safely.  
Metro Council Members must communicate with each other and Public Works to allocate 
resources in ways that benefit the most vulnerable citizens first and foremost. 

 

5. As part of the Nashville Next process, the Planning Department has collected public 
input to create a long-term transportation plan called Access Nashville 2040. The plan 
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recognizes that our citizens do not desire, nor can our city afford, expensive new roads. 
Rather than pursue costly widening projects that provide a temporary solution to 
congestion and a permanent maintenance burden, we must operate our existing street 
network more efficiently by expanding access to multimodal transportation. Do you 
support this conclusion? What would you do to ensure Nashvillians can use walking and 
biking as real transportation options, and not just forms of recreation? 

I do agree that widening roads to add additional driving lanes only adds to automobile traffic.  In 
many cases, widening roads in such a manner is not feasible or desirable.  There are 
exceptions. Significant public investment has gone into constructing some new connector 
streets, such as the creation of Korean Veterans Boulevard through Sobro and the upcoming 
Division Street Connector in Gulch/Sobro.  Both of these new streets are Complete Streets, 
which should be the norm for new streets wherever feasible. 

At the same time, Nashville does have a number of existing intersections that are (mis)aligned 
in such a way as to create traffic gridlock that makes crossing those intersections even more 
dangerous for pedestrians.  In a few cases, Metro should look at options for creating better 
intersection alignments to improve pedestrian visibility and crosswalk access, for example.   

Metro Public Works may also need to widen slightly or re-work select streets in order to facilitate 
multi-modal transportation such as the addition of bike lanes.  Recent Public Works projects for 
the 11th Avenue Complete Street project in the Gulch and the Davidson Street Multi-Use Path in 
District 6 are terrific examples of Public Works projects that benefit all types of street users. 

6. Studies consistently show that the greater the population density in a given 
neighborhood, the more walkable that neighborhood will be (e.g. walking to grocery 
store, work, transit).  What are your thoughts about density in Nashville and how it 
relates to transportation challenges? 

Density alone does not a walkable neighborhood make.  Increasing density is logical in areas 
that already have adequate sidewalk and transportation infrastructure to support walking and 
biking.  But intentionally using zoning tools to increase the population density in areas that lack 
adequate sidewalks may create environments in which more pedestrians are walking in streets 
that are crowded with more and more automobiles.  In these infrastructure-poor circumstances, 
which is typical of many if not most Nashville neighborhoods, approving zone changes for 
density intensification without first or concurrently installing supportive infrastructure increases 
the likelihood of collisions that could lead to pedestrian injuries or death.  

Nashville’s inner core streetcar-suburb neighborhoods had transit in place prior to intense 
residential development.  The streetcars were often installed by private-sector companies that 
were promoting residential development along the streetcar lines.  This was transit-oriented 
development.  On the other hand, retrofitting Nashville’s mostly suburban neighborhoods for the 
infrastructure that will support walkability in general and transit in particular will require a great 
deal of public support to shape a consensus about strategy and investment.   
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In District 6, both the most recent (2006) East Nashville Community Plan update and the 
NashvilleNext Growth and Development Map reflect significant resident and planning expert 
agreement that increased density belongs along and immediately adjacent to the Pikes, 
particularly Gallatin Pike, as well within a few clearly-defined Neighborhood Center boundaries.  
Approving density-increasing zone change requests more than a few sidewalk-connected 
blocks from Main Street/Gallatin will only add vehicular traffic congestion and degrade quality of 
life and pedestrian/bicycle safety on once-quiet residential streets that often lack sidewalks.  
East Nashvillians welcome investment and I often hear constituent support for and would 
encourage dense, mixed-use, transit-oriented development along Main Street/Gallatin similar to 
what is taking place along Charlotte Pike in West Nashville.   

 

7. There is clear support in the Nashville community for spending more money on 
sidewalks, but the source of funding is always the major question. Do you think the city 
should spend more, less or the same amount on sidewalks and bikeways? If more, what 
policies or initiatives would you propose to increase funding for sidewalks and other 
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure projects? If less, what would you opt to not fund 
and why? 

I believe that Nashville has already invested heavily in amenities and entertainment assets and 
should focus future spending on essential constituent needs and services such as sidewalks 
and bikeways to connect residents with schools, parks, and community centers.  I believe that 
Nashville as a municipality should spend more on sidewalks than we have in the past.  I also 
believe that development proposals should construct sidewalks not only on their property, but in 
certain circumstances should install sidewalk connections to link their projects to where existing 
sidewalks currently end.  Changing the in-lieu-of sidewalk fees for development projects that 
increase density, such as creating lot subdivisions, from about $15 per linear foot to over $90 
per linear foot, which is closer to the actual cost, was a necessary first step.  But further action 
must be taken to complete Nashville's sidewalk network. 

Because the Metro budget is largely set by the Department of Finance in the Mayor’s Office, 
Nashville voters should pay close attention to the mayoral candidates' responses to this 
question and make informed decisions about the future mayor’s strategy for funding sidewalks.  
The Metro Council will be required to work mostly within the budgetary constraints set by the 
Mayor’s office.  So electing a mayor who commits to prioritizing funding for pedestrian and 
bicycle infrastructure projects is a primary consideration to enable a Metro Council member to 
bring those improvements to a particular district.  Once a Mayoral budget proposal is ready for 
Council vetting, I commit to fighting for District 6's share of available resources. 

 

8. While our sidewalk, greenway and bikeway networks are expanding, there are still many 
gaps in connectivity that rule out biking and walking as real transportation options for 
many Nashvillians who would otherwise be interested in biking or walking to work, 
school, the grocery store or to community events. What initiatives or policies would you 
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propose to bridge the gaps that separate walkable and bikeable areas from adjacent 
communities? 

District 6 is located adjacent to downtown.  Even in such a relatively urban environment, there 
are pedestrian and bike-lane connectivity gaps that make walking or biking to work intimidating 
for many.  In particular, the pedestrian/bike lane connections that go under I-24 need thorough 
reworking.  I am encouraged to see an emphasis in the NashvilleNext plans on creating a 
bikeway along the full length of Gallatin Ave in particular since that is the "spine" of East 
Nashville.  Presently the Eastland Ave bike lane terminates abruptly at Gallatin and so does not 
provide true bike lane connectivity downtown or to other farther-out neighborhoods.  Instead, 
Gallatin Ave feels like a channel for cars and buses but does not feel safe for many bike riders.  
Pedestrian crossing sidewalks on Gallatin are few and far between.  This "spine" creates a 
physical and psychological barrier that divides East Nashville neighborhoods.  Better strategies 
for enhancing pedestrian crossings and bicycle safety will be necessary to heal that barrier. 
 
For filling in connectivity gaps, I favor a cost/benefit analysis to indicate where Metro can fill 
gaps that provide the greatest accessibility increase for the greatest number of residents.  In 
addition to advocating for transparency in statistical analysis, I favor public participation in 
reaching decisions through a representational process.  Neighborhood organizations are 
invaluable resources for predicting which sidewalk/greenway connections the residents would 
be most likely to use heavily once completed.  We must allocate limited resources wisely. 

 

9. Everyone wants to be able to get across the city quickly, yet roads designed to carry 
cars as quickly as possible are usually the most dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists. 
Do you support adding traffic calming approaches (example: bulb outs; road diets; slow 
zones) along Nashville’s major pikes and arteries? When are these projects 
appropriate? 

Streets belong to everyone and therefore proposed solutions must be safe for and benefit 
everyone.  I am supportive of adding traffic calming approaches.  Some techniques work better 
for particular streets than others.   
 
Bulb-outs bring traffic calming as well as beautification benefits but can be rather capital 
intensive to install and so may be limited by budgetary constraints.  Bulb-outs would work 
wonders for Gallatin Pike in particular to clarify pedestrian crossing areas and to add street 
trees. 
 
Road diets and lane diets can reduce travel speeds with a benefit of increasing safety but with a 
potential negative of increasing traffic congestion, particularly if bus routes with frequent stops 
share the reduced lanes with cars. Bus bulbs should be considered to avoid having cars pass 
buses in an unsafe manner that may risk collisions with boarding or exiting pedestrians. 
 
Slow zones seem to be most appropriate for neighborhood streets with uniquely high pedestrian 
activity, but would not work as well for thoroughfares or collector streets. 
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Traffic calming installations are frequent constituent requests but their selection and 
implementation can be controversial even for collector or neighborhood streets.  The pikes and 
arterial streets are the backbone of Nashville's business community and so business 
loading/unloading and customer access needs must be incorporated into designs.  As I have 
done with other community decisions, I would want to publicize factual information and options 
and measure constituent support for matching a particular traffic calming solution with a 
particular street before seeking approval of the Traffic and Parking Commission.   

 

10. Nashville is currently a Bronze Bicycle Friendly Community, as determined by 
the League of American Bicyclists. What would you do to move us towards becoming a 
Silver Bicycle Friendly community? 

I have already talked about the need to update the Sidewalk and Bike Plan using community 
input to address the significant changes that East Nashville has experienced since 2008.  I also 
would promote additional bicycle parking options and fight for better pedestrian crossings for 
Gallatin Ave and Main Street in particular.  Protected or buffered bike lanes are proven 
strategies for helping bikes and cars share roads more safely but their installation is somewhat 
limited by the relative narrowness even of most of East Nashville's collector streets.  I would 
hold well-publicized meetings with stakeholders to assess where there is most benefit and 
support for protected or buffered bike lanes in District 6.  Finally, I would advocate for a Vision 
Zero Policy in Nashville.  Nashville's bicycle and pedestrian safety improvement will rely upon 
cultural change as much as or more than engineering.  I view the cultural and engineering 
approaches as essential components of a two-pronged campaign. 
 

11. Are there any specific bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure projects or initiatives that you 
would work to complete during your term? 

I would work with Public Works, the District 6 community as well as the District 5 Council 
Member and community to improve and create pedestrian/bicycle safety connections between 
downtown and East Nashville.  First and foremost, there are significant safety concerns for 
bicyclists traveling along Woodland Street or Jefferson Street/Spring Street without riding on the 
sidewalk where conflict with pedestrians may occur.   
 
Beyond the immediate safety concern, there is a social and economic concern.  Addressing the 
bridge and I-24 underpasses is a priority for connecting East Nashville residents to downtown 
jobs, higher education institutions and amenities.  The same disconnect limits Nashville natives 
and particularly tourists from supporting East Nashville businesses and venues via bike.  
Addressing this "trunk" connection would be my priority before then turning to other "branch" 
connection options that travel further into the interior of East Nashville neighborhoods. 
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